Exotic Flames introduces

Aquatic Glassel
A magical product that will turn your fireplace into a showplace.
Aquatic Glassel was once only available through decorators and designers and was only affordable for celebrities. But now Aquatic Glassel is available and affordable for all. Now you can enjoy Aquatic Glassel in your own living room or backyard!

A mesmerizing fire in a fireplace or fire pit has always been relaxing and enjoyable. Aquatic Glassel enhances this experience by allowing the viewer to see all of the flame. Not just a flicker or two coming out from behind a log. Because the flame is fully exposed and because of the reflective properties of the glass, you will enjoy up to 6 times more radiated heat when compared to gas fireplace log sets.

Anyone can install this themselves or have it installed by a professional at your local retailer. Aquatic Glassel is available in all of the United States and will soon be available to the entire world.

People love this product because it is truly a cleaner burning fire without the mess or soot created by a traditional fireplace. There is no soot, ash or smoke. It will not degrade or discolor and is designed to last a lifetime. It is environmentally safe. It is a direct replacement of gas logs as a decorative and high heating component used in natural gas or wood burning fireplaces and fire pits.

Aquatic glassel comes in dozens of colors and several sizes. It can be mixed together. New products are constantly being added. Whether you desire a more rustic or more contemporary look, we have enough colors to suit the needs of almost every discriminating consumer. The fireplace of the future is here!

Welcome to the mesmerizing world of Aquatic Glassel. Create a stunning showplace whether your decor is contemporary, classic, rustic, eclectic or somewhere in between. Aquatic Glassel provides uncompromised versatility with almost any decor.

Aquatic Glassel also provides exceptional sparkling beauty in your outdoor fire pit. Catch the brilliant reflection of the midday sun, or create a shimmering reflection of magnificent flames in the evening. Aquatic Glassel literally looks like fire on top of ice as it dances and flickers.

There are dozens of beautifully reflective colors from which to choose as well as a selection of burners to help create your distinctive atmosphere. These transparent colors can be interchanged if desired, to accommodate the changing seasons.

Aquatic Glassel will not melt, degrade, nor emit toxic fumes, will last virtually a lifetime and is transportable. Aquatic Glassel is a specially formulated, processed, patented tempered glass product. As there are no popping cinders, the front doors and screen of your fireplace can be removed, which adds to the beauty of this magical product.

The patented process is what makes Aquatic Glassel safe, unique and second to none. Don’t settle for dangerous or overly expensive imitations!

The glass pieces are not sharp!

So you can scoop them up with your hand.
See the amazing difference Aquatic Glassel can make!

Are you ready to clean the debris out of your fireplace and replace them with some clean burning Aquatic Glassel? If so, everything can be ordered online below.

www.exoticflames.com

Or call
Local: 949-858-5954
Toll Free: 1-877-82-FLAME